Magna Teaching with Technology Conference – Baltimore, MD – October 7, 2017
Tobin, “Copyright for Teaching with Technology”
Participant Rating Results
Attendance: 45

Respondents: 38

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.
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5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.































Best simplified/condensed explanation to copyright I’ve heard.
By far the best session this weekend. Supremely knowledgeable presenter. Fielded questions well. Used formative
assessment as we went along to be sure everyone understood the content. Excellent!!!!!
Engaging, very useful information for online course dev. Used humor + got audience engaged + laughing.
Excellent!
Fantastic overview, very engaging! Didn’t think it was possible to make copyright this interesting.
Good basic information.
Great information that some people want to know, but many more need to know!
Great presentation! Easily explained!! Thank you for breaking this topic down into understandable chunks!
Great—simplified version of a difficult topic.
I knew some of the content, but it was a great refresher. I also learned new materials. Thank you! Great session.
I learned a lot about copyright, the circumstances within which it applies or not!
Informative & entertaining.
Informative. Clear descriptions, great examples! Thanks!
Keep a scholarly and professional manner when making copies.
PANE is easy to remember and useful!
Powerful information.
Practical and useful information.
Presentation was very informative. Presenter was very knowledgeable and impressive!!
Succinct and clear. Because “teaching with technology” was in the title, I expected some more regarding DMCA, etc.
Super!!
Thank you for your work.
Thank you. Helpful.
The information was easy to understand & share. This was extremely useful to me!
Tom does a great job using his enthusiasm to communicate important information to the audience. I always enjoy his
sessions.
Very engaging, great speaker.
Very helpful, practical content. Engaging speaker.
Very helpful. Lots of take aways, e.g. the 10% rule doesn’t apply but other rules do.
Very informative! Thank you!
Well done. Helpful. The definition of “copy” was useful. Filter of Google Images. Best practices include ethics.
Well done. Very informative, and interestingly presented. Thx.

